School choice has come to Sweden in a big way over the past 10 years, confounding widespread perceptions of the Swedes as statists and providing inspiration for supporters of market-based education reform in the U.S.

Sweden has the highest rate of taxation in the West and the highest ratio of public spending to GNP of the industrialized nations. For all but nine years during the postwar era, the Social Democrats have ruled this Scandinavian country.

Yet, as a result of a top-to-bottom education reform launched in 1991-92, virtually anyone can start a school in Sweden and receive public funding. Families are free to choose whatever state-subsidized school they prefer for their children, including those run by churches.

Officials charged with diverting $5 million in member dues

MIKE ANTONUCCI

Just before Christmas last year, federal officials raided the homes and offices of former officials of the Washington Teachers’ Union (WTU) in search of goods allegedly purchased with more than $5 million in union funds. The items listed in an FBI affidavit include $500,000 in custom-made clothing, a 288-piece antique Tiffany sterling silver set, a $6,800 ice bucket, furs, alligator shoes, jewelry, artwork, wine, wigs, a 50” plasma television, and computer equipment. Agents were investigating expenditures on a Bahamas vacation and bar and nightclub tabs.

Police also found a double-barrel shotgun in the home of former WTU President Barbara Bullock, a firearm for which she had no permit. Washington City Paper reporter David Morton wrote the booty seized “reads like the manifest of a pirate ship.”

The investigation, conducted by the FBI, the IRS, the Department of Labor, and the District of Columbia inspector general, began last Fall following union member complaints about being overcharged for dues. Subsequently, Bullock, Treasurer James Baxter, and Bullock’s assistant, Gwendolyn Hemphill, all resigned or were dismissed when an American Federation of Teachers (AFT) audit discovered “financial improprieties.”

A month later, the parent AFT filed a racketeering lawsuit against the former officials, charging an illegal diversion of funds.

Vouches Improve Public Schools

ERISTA KAFER

Opponents of school choice frequently argue that giving parents vouchers will hurt the public schools, resulting in bad schools producing even worse educational achievement for their students.

But a new study of the real-world effects of competition on public schools shows just the opposite: Empowering parents with the authority to choose schools prompts public schools to improve, helping students rather than harming them.

Massive Fraud Alleged in DC Teacher Union

President George W. Bush reads to students at J.C. Nalle Elementary School in Washington, DC on February 9, 2001. Contrary to popular myth, reading does not come “naturally” to students; it is a skill that must be taught and practiced.
Join us for the
10th Annual California
Charter Schools Conference
March 27 - 29, 2003
Anaheim Marriott

You don't want to miss the 10th Annual California Charter Schools Conference, the nation's largest and oldest statewide charter schools conference. Members of the state and national Charter School Community will come together to share ideas, consider future development plans, receive technical assistance and attain practical advice from others involved in the charter schools movement. We hope you join us for this exciting annual event!

About the Conference Program:
The California Network of Educational Charters (CANEC) has organized a wide range of breakout sessions, general sessions and networking opportunities designed to meet the needs of a diverse group of participants. Regardless of the type of session, each is intended to provide participants with detailed and relevant information about specific issues. These sessions allow important topics to be addressed in depth and with participant interaction.

Registration Deadline: Friday, March 7, 2003 (late fee after this date!)
Hotel Reservation Deadline: Friday, March 7, 2003

For conference information, contact CANEC: 650 654-6003, 650 654-4267 (fax)
E-mail: conference@canec.org • Web site: www.canec.org
Conferenceregistration also available on-line at www.canec.org.
CAPITOL HILL BEAT

Boost for DC Charters; Tax Credits Grab Early Attention

DON SOIFER

As the ice on the Potomac River reached its thickest level in a decade, the 108th Congress settled in to undertake its first round of school reform.

Landrieu Seeks to Aid DC Charters

The session began under unusual circumstances, with lawmakers needing to begin with last term’s unfinished appropriations business. Led by Louisiana Senator Mary Landrieu, ranking Democrat on the Appropriations Subcommittee for the District of Columbia, the Senate passed a bill that included a significant and welcome boost for district charters, in the form of $20 million in new federal funding targeted at improving facilities.

Currently, 15 percent of Washington, DC students attend its 35 public charter schools. While overall public school enrollment in the city has declined in recent years, the charter population has increased.

Only 14 of those 35 charter schools occupy permanent space, according to the District charter group Friends of Choice in Urban Schools. The rest rely on space leased wherever they can find it, a situation that complicates growth and adds uncertainty to future planning.

Often occupying what was formerly commercial space, charter leaders have expressed dismay that the District’s public school leaders refuse to make vacant school buildings available for use by charters. As with much of the nation’s charter movement, the challenge of securing safe and reliable facilities stands as perhaps their greatest obstacle to further growth.

Landrieu’s plan provides $15 million in revolving loans that charters can apply for to acquire, renovate, or maintain facilities. It also creates a new office of charter school financing in addition to allocating $4 million in direct support.

Another provision in the bill directs the General Services Administration to work with District authorities to assess the availability of all surplus buildings, and to draw up plans to utilize at least 50 percent of surplus space, with charter schools receiving top preference.

Reformers Seek to Establish Tax Credits

On the heels of the U.S. Supreme Court’s Zelman decision and the No Child Left Behind Act, some legislators see tuition tax credits as a logical next step to promote parental choice at the federal level.

To that end, the Education Freedom Act was introduced in January by Representatives Pete Hoekstra (R-Michigan), Mark Souder (R-Indiana), and Tom Tancredo (R-Colorado).

The bill includes provisions for an individual tax credit of 50 percent, up to $500 per family, and a corporate tax credit of 50 percent, up to $50,000. Both individual and corporate credits may be applied to contributions to qualified scholarship organizations and to public or private elementary or secondary schools; however, the credits cannot be applied against K-12 educational expenses made by individuals themselves.

President Bush’s budget does not include a line item for such a tax credit, as it did last year, a significant obstacle the plan’s supporters will have to address. It does, however, include $226 million in refundable tax credits for parents transferring a child from a public school identified for improvement under the NCLB Act. But supporters will enjoy more advantageous positions from which to argue their case, thanks to the placement on key committees.

Tancredo has won a seat on the House Budget Committee, and Rep. Eric Cantor (R-Virginia) now serves on the powerful Ways and Means Committee. In his second term, Cantor authored one of last year’s most well-regarded tax proposals.

Hoekstra, one of Congress’s foremost champions of parental choice, described tax credits as a way for the federal government to partner with parents, corporations, and communities to bring new investment to local educational opportunities.

“Tax credits promote the ultimate flexibility to funnel cash to schools in need,” Hoekstra told School Reform News. “They reward schools that succeed and empower parents and local businesses to make the decisions to improve the education of children in their communities, while allowing the federal government to encourage and foster this local support and community involvement without unnecessary bureaucracy.”

Alexander Joins Senate Ed Committee

The Senate Education Committee will have one new face this session, one familiar to education reformers. Senator Lamar Alexander (R-Tennessee), former U.S. Secretary of Education, Tennessee Governor, and president of the University of Tennessee, took the place of Maine Senator Susan Collins, who departed the committee in favor of other assignments.

Don Soifer is executive vice president of the Lexington Institute. His email address is soifer@lexingtoninstitute.org.
More School Choice Lessons from Abroad

Parental choice leads to better schools in Third World
GEO GE CLO W ES

The aim of paying teachers in India's gov-
ernment schools four times what they
would make in private schools was to make
them better teachers, noted British researcher
James Tooley in a recent issue of The Spectator.
They also have lifetime job security.
"In India, we have a saying: 'You can hire
him, only God can fire him,'" private educator
Ranga Satty told Tooley, who is professor of
education policy at the University of
Newcastle and head of the E.G. West Centre
for Market Solutions in Education.
But Tooley reports private schools are
opening in the slums of Hyderabad, where
less than 40 percent of all students are
enrolled in government schools. Even though
the government schools offer free tuition,
free books, and free lunches, many poor families
scrimp and save to pay the cost of a private
school. Even with low fees, private schools
can make a profit.
"We want teachers who teach," one mother
told Tooley. "And we want our children to learn
English, but that's not allowed in the govern-
ment primary schools."
When the Indian government sponsored
an examination of the performance of state
schools and private schools in India, the
resulting Probe Report described govern-
ment schools for low-income families as
"malfunctioning." When researchers called
unannounced at government schools they
found "teaching activity" in only 53 percent
of the schools, with the head teacher absent a
third of the time. However, when they used
the same approach at private schools, they
reported "feverish classroom activity."
The Probe Report concluded that account-
ability made the difference: Private schools
were successful because they were more
accountable.
"The teachers are accountable to the man-
ger (who can fire them) and, through him or
her, to the parents (who can withdraw their
children)," concluded the report. Similar
accountability is missing in government
schools, and "this contrast is perceived with
crystal clarity by the vast majority of par-
ents."

Accountability in Africa
Across the Indian Ocean on the Horn of
Africa, Tooley describes a similar contrast in
responsiveness between government and pri-
ivate schools in Boroma, a primitive city of
100,000 in Somaliland. There, private schools
outnumber government schools by two to
one, with still more being built.
"If we waited for the government to do it, it
would take 20 years," Professor Suleyman of
Amoud University told Tooley, but "we need
schools now."
Besides, added Suleyman, "in government
schools teacher absenteeism is rife; in our
private schools we have commitment."
"If the evidence reveals that the poorest
worldwide are achieving better educational
outcomes without the state, then this should
inspire and buttress appeals for increased
school choice in rich countries," concludes
Tooley. "It also raises anew the question: what
on Earth is government doing in education at
all?"
George A. Clowes is managing editor of
School Reform News.

For more information...

James Tooley's article, “A Lesson from the Third World,”
published in the January 18, 2003 issue of
The Spectator, is available online at
http://www.spectator.co.uk/article.php3?
table=old&section=back&issue=2003-01-
18&id=2690.
The Web site of the E.G. West Centre for
Market Solutions in Education, which
studies choice, competition, and entrepre-
neurship in education, is located at
http://www.ncl.ac.uk/egwest.
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Almost the only two that could be located by a large majority of those surveyed (89 percent). The top scorer was Sweden, with an average of 40 correct answers, followed by Germany and Italy, who each scored an average of 38. The surveyed Americans averaged only 23 correct answers, while Mexico placed last with just 21.

“If our young people can’t find places on a map and lack awareness of current events, how can they understand the world’s cultural, economic, and natural resource issues that confront us?” asked John Fahey, president of the National Geographic Society.

The survey, which involved interviews with more than 300 men and women aged 18 to 24 in nine different countries, asked 56 geographic and current events questions. The top scorer was Sweden, with an average of 40 correct answers, followed by Germany and Italy, who each scored an average of 38. The surveyed Americans averaged only 23 correct answers, while Mexico placed last with just 21.
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The survey, which involved interviews with more than 300 men and women aged 18 to 24 in nine different countries, asked 56 geographic and current events questions. The top scorer was Sweden, with an average of 40 correct answers, followed by Germany and Italy, who each scored an average of 38. The surveyed Americans averaged only 23 correct answers, while Mexico placed last with just 21.

Our Certified/Licensed Professionals work with your school staff as a team to deliver quality services to your students.

- Itinerant Related Service Specialists (Speech and Language, Adapted Physical Education, etc.)
- School Psychologists to conduct initial and triennial assessments
- Compliance and staffing experts
- On-site and itinerant special education teachers
- Over 25 years of experience

For more information call 1-877-TES-IDEA or visit us at www.tesidea.com

In UNICEF Ranking, U.S. Teens Come in 18th

THE EDUCATIONAL DISADVANTAGE LEAGUE

Average rank in five measures of absolute educational disadvantage

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Rank</th>
<th>Country</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1.4</td>
<td>Korea</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.2</td>
<td>Japan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4.4</td>
<td>Finland</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5.0</td>
<td>Canada</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6.2</td>
<td>Australia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8.2</td>
<td>Austria</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9.4</td>
<td>UK</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10.2</td>
<td>Ireland</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10.8</td>
<td>Sweden</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12.2</td>
<td>Czech Republic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12.2</td>
<td>New Zealand</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12.6</td>
<td>France</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13.0</td>
<td>Switzerland</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14.0</td>
<td>Belgium</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14.0</td>
<td>Iceland</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14.2</td>
<td>Hungary</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14.2</td>
<td>Norway</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16.2</td>
<td>USA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17.0</td>
<td>Germany</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17.0</td>
<td>Denmark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18.6</td>
<td>Spain</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20.2</td>
<td>Italy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23.2</td>
<td>Greece</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23.6</td>
<td>Portugal</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In the first “big picture” comparison of the relative effectiveness of education systems across the developed world, UNICEF reported the United States came in 18th out of 24 nations when the results from five different international educational studies were combined into a composite averageranking. Two Asian nations— South Korea and Japan— took top honors in the internationalleague table, while Greece and Portugal brought up the rear. The league table developed in the November 2002 report “is based not on the conventional yardstick of how many students reach what level of education, but on testing what pupils actually know and what they are able to do,” said UNICEF.
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Charter Law Puts Indianapolis Mayor inDriver’s Seat

Detroit executive denied similar authority

KEVIN TEASLEY

Imagine a city where the mayor has the power to start new public schools. Imagine a mayor who can encourage private-sector participation in solving today’s education woes. Difficult to imagine? Yes... but in Indianapolis, that’s the reality.

Indianapolis Mayor Bart Peterson is finishing his first term as mayor of the city known around the world for its annual 500-mile motor race. Peterson’s 1999 campaign included a strong pitch for charter schools. After he won the election, he quickly assembled a staff and lobbying effort to make sure the charter school legislation that passed included a provision authorizing mayors to approve charters.

After a seven-year battle, led primarily by State Senator Teresa S. Lubbers (R-Indianapolis), legislators finally approved a charter school law for Indianapolis two years ago. The Center for Education Reform ranks the law one of the strongest in the country. But without Peterson’s efforts, in public and behind closed doors, to achieve broad support for the proposal, it’s unlikely the bill would have been approved by Indiana’s Democrat-controlled House and signed by Democrat Governor Frank O’Bannon.

“In the past we did not have strong bipartisan support,” noted Lubbers.

Mayor in Control

The new charter school law gave the mayor of Indianapolis unique authority. Peterson became the only mayor in the country with the ability to authorize charter schools. Although a 1998 law gave fellow Democrat Mayor John Norquist authority to approve charters issued by the City of Milwaukee, applications for his approval must first come as recommendations from a seven-member Charter School Review created by city ordinance.

Although Peterson has a similar seven-member Charter Schools Board, he created the board himself, via executive order, shortly after the Hoosier bill was signed into law. The Indianapolis board’s function is to advise the mayor on which charter school applications he should approve, and to assist him in holding resulting schools accountable. The board has bipartisan membership.

The mayor’s staff provides clear direction to charter applicants. Applicants meet with the mayor’s staff for non-binding information exchanges so the mayor can gain as much insight as possible into the intentions and goals of potential school operators—insight that might not come across fairly or clearly in the highly structured setting of a public hearing.

After an application is approved, Peterson’s staff provides ongoing support to the new school’s staff to ensure all appropriate laws are complied with and all appropriate forms are completed and filed. While this could be viewed as too much oversight, some new charter school providers—including the present writer—welcome such assistance.

“Since charter schools were an integral part of Peterson’s winning mayoral campaign, he obviously wants charter schools to succeed and is willing to help them in many ways. But that willingness doesn’t include approving schools that are on shaky ground.”

Since charter schools were an integral part of Peterson’s winning mayoral campaign, he obviously wants charter schools to succeed and is willing to help them in many ways. But that willingness doesn’t include approving schools that are on shaky ground. Although the mayor is authorized to charter as many as five schools per year, he hasn’t approved the maximum during the first two years of his authority, despite large applicant pools. Out of the first year’s 21 applicants, he approved four—including two backed by well-known Republicans. In his second year, he approved just three.

Model for Other States

The Indianapolis charter law has already served as a model for other states, and it is likely to continue to play that role. Detroit Mayor Kwame Kilpatrick came within two votes of being accorded similar chartering authority during an extraordinary end-of-year session of the Michigan Senate on December 30. A bill to lift the Wolverine State’s charter school cap had been approved by the state House on December 13, when legislators adjourned for the year. Departing Governor John Engler urged a special session to allow the Senate to vote on the bill.

The charter bill contained a bipartisan provision developed by Republican Engler and Democrat Kilpatrick. It would have allowed five new charter schools each year for three years in Detroit, with Kilpatrick controlling the chartering authority. Kilpatrick also would have taken control of the city’s reform school board. Although the Republican-controlled Senate voted 18-12 to approve the bill, the measure fell short of the 20 votes necessary for final adoption.

Kevin Teasley is president of the Indianapolis-based Greater Educational Opportunities Foundation and CEO of the 21st Century Charter School. His email address is TeasleyGEO@aol.com.
Unions to Face Increased Federal Regulation

MIKE ANTONUCCI

Unions across America are about to learn why many conservatives and libertarians constantly call for smaller government. Regulatory compliance can be hell on your operations. The U.S. Department of Labor released for public comment its newest version of Form LM-2, Labor Organization Annual Report.

The current version requires unions with any members working in the private sector to report their incomes and expenditures in broad categories, and to list the salaries and expenses of their officers and employees. The new version not only requires a more detailed itemization of expenditures, but also a breakdown of membership numbers by active, associate, and retired status, along with the number of agency fee payers in the organization.

But unions will squawk the loudest over the new requirement to list the percentage of time each union officer and employee worked on contract negotiation, organizing, administration, political activities, and lobbying.

The national offices of the National Education Association and the American Federation of Teachers will have to fill out the new form, but most state affiliates are not subject to the reporting requirements because they represent public employees only. Neither NEA nor AFT has issued a statement about the LM-2 requirements, though any written comments to the Labor Department will become public record and available through the Freedom of Information Act.

Whatever the outcome for Bullock, Baxter, and Hemphill, AFT members will be footing the bill for their misdeeds. The WTU’s fidelity bond covers losses only up to $100,000.

Mike Antonucci is director of the Education Intelligence Agency, which conducts public education research, analysis, and investigations. His e-mail address is EEducationIntel@aol.com.
A Work in Progress: State Compliance with NCLB

Most states still have much work to do

GEORGE A. CLOWES

When President George W. Bush signed the No Child Left Behind (NCLB) bill in January 2002, the law established some 40 major compliance requirements in seven different areas, ranging from testing programs and state report cards to school choice provisions and teacher quality requirements.

Now, a year later, the Education Commission of the States (ECS) has developed an easy-to-use online database that provides an ongoing summary of the progress the 50 states and the District of Columbia are making against those 40 measures. It also provides links and references to the detailed legislative authority for each implemented measure.

ECS reports most states still have much work to do to comply with the NCLB law. Overall, only 12 states are on track to comply with just half of the 40 requirements. North Carolina is furthest along, followed closely by Mississippi, Tennessee, and Texas. Ten states and the District of Columbia are on track to comply with less than a quarter of the requirements, with Nebraska, New Hampshire, and Oregon on track with only three requirements each. It should be noted that the deadlines for compliance with several requirements are several years into the future.

ECS also finds for the states and District of Columbia:
• 83 percent are on track to establish science standards, only 33 percent or less are on track to establish annual assessments in reading and math.
• Barely half (48 percent) are on track to establish the public school choice provision of NCLB.
• 10 percent or less are on track to develop criteria for unsafe schools or the transfer policy for students in unsafe schools.
• Only 10 percent (five states) are on track to develop a state report card.
• Only one state—Wisconsin—is on track to place a highly qualified teacher in every classroom.

The information in the database represents state laws, departmental regulations, board rules, directives, and practices related to 40 requirements across seven major sections of the NCLB legislation. These baseline data have been compiled by ECS researchers in conjunction with state policymakers and their staffs. The database will be updated frequently as policies change.

According to ECS, the goal of the online database is to provide state policymakers, their staff members, and the public with information about the status of education policy in their state. This information will then meet the following objectives:
• Establish a baseline by which to track policy developments, changes, or enactments in the 50 states and District of Columbia over the coming year.
• Develop a “real-time” nationwide gap analysis of NCLB implementation efforts.
• Provide a means for states and policy organizations to identify technical assistance needs.
• Identify notable policies, programs, or practices that could help individual states address unique cultural or political realities confronting them during implementation.

George A. Clowes is managing editor of School Reform News. His email address is clowes@heartland.org.

For more information...

WWW The online database developed and maintained by the Education Commission of the States, showing state-by-state compliance with the No Child Left Behind law, is available at https://nclb.ecs.org/nclb.

“ECS reports most states still have much work to do to comply with the NCLB law. Overall, only 12 states are on track to comply with just half of the 40 requirements.”
A Dynamic Duo in Indiana

LAURA J. SWARTLEY

Jackie Cissell and Barato Britt may be on opposite ends of the political-philosophical spectrum, but they are definitely on the same page when it comes to parental choice in education. They describe their relationship as "a team, to the end, no matter what.”

Cissell is a self-described “ardent Republican” whose two African-American male children encountered many of the problems in education systemic to that demographic group. She is one of the 17 founders of the national Black Alliance for Educational Options (BAEO) along with Dr. Howard Fuller, one of the fathers of the school choice movement, whom she met 12 years ago. Cissell works on school choice measures from the same ethos as Fuller: equity of educational opportunity.

Her personal life has been a testament to the need for school choice. "I spent $1,500 at Sylvan Learning Center one summer to get my son caught up to where he should have been, after he was socially promoted for years," said Cissell. "My family has had to do this. I have many of the problems you hear about.”

She believes it is deeply wrong that certain groups of people are excluded from the American dream because of failure in the public education system while also paying to privately educate their own children.

Britt is encouraged that his efforts in Indiana have evolved from "just promoting what we have" to "a team, to the end, no matter what". To him, this spells progress. Still, he knows there is much more to do. He has been instrumental in having Indianapolis, chosen by the national BAEO organization as the site of its 2006 Symposium.

"This will produce a great deal of energy right here in Indiana," he said. The BAEO Symposia are large-scale outreach events that gather parents, activists, and decision makers in order to galvanize unity in the pursuit of more educational options for black parents.

Britt and Cissell agree that for school choice to become widespread will require a synergy of grassroots support and support-ive leadership, in effect a great cooperation between the top and bottom tiers of power. They intentionally work on both ends of the political spectrum to solve the underpinnings of problem of disempowerment of low-income parents.

"I get discouraged when we visit housing projects," she said. "The sense of apathy there is palpable.

Britt is an avowed "apolitical person who leans to the left," Cissell’s long-time partner in school choice activism, he believes only a successful, broad-based coalition effort—like that demonstrated in Milwaukee—will yield school choice programs.

"We have to get on the same page," he said. As the president and CEO of BAEO of Indiana Inc., Britt is responsible for coordinating state-level efforts. He works for the Greater Educational Opportunities Foundation in Indianapolis as well, which began its charter school last year.

Britt is encouraged that his efforts in Indiana have evolved from “just promoting what we don’t have to defending what we have.” To him, this spells progress. Still, he knows there is much more to do. He has been instrumental in having Indianapolis, chosen by the national BAEO organization as the site of its 2006 Symposium.

"This will produce a great deal of energy right here in Indiana," he said. The BAEO Symposia are large-scale outreach events that gather parents, activists, and decision makers in order to galvanize unity in the pursuit of more educational options for black parents.

Britt and Cissell agree that for school choice to become widespread will require a synergy of grassroots support and supportive leadership, in effect a great cooperation between the top and bottom tiers of power. They intentionally work on both ends of this “power continuum,” educating legislators and governors about the overwhelming African-American support for school choice and rallying parents to show the desperate need for it.

And, as a team, they promise they won’t stop until the job’s done.

Lauraj. Swartley is communications director with The Milton and Rose Friedman Foundation in Indianapolis, Indiana. Her email address is laura@friedmanfoundation.org.
Alliance Plans Network of Charter Schools
Community leaders seeking to reform the Los Angeles Unified School District (LAUSD) have tried a variety of approaches, from vouchers to breaking up the district, all to no avail. Vouchers were rejected twice by voters and a break-up was rejected by district officials. Parents and reformers now have turned to charter schools.

More than 50 charter schools now operate in the Los Angeles area, enrolling 27,800 students from predominantly poor neighborhoods. Charter schools also are expanding rapidly, with LAUSD expecting applications for starting 15 to 20 more charters this year alone. The most ambitious expansion plans come from the Alliance for Student Achievement, a nonprofit group of the city’s civic leaders, which aims to serve 50,000 students within five years in a network of charter schools.

“The charter movement is at a point right now where there are tremendous successes in independent isolated charters,” LAUSD school board president Caprice Young, an Alliance supporter, told The Los Angeles Daily News. “In order to become a real force for change in the broader educational system, they are going to have to learn how to franchise themselves, clone themselves.”

While the LAUSD superintendent was non-committal about the proposal, teacher union president John Perez voiced his disapproval, saying it “sets up private schools with public money.”

Los Angeles Daily News
January 21, 2003

COLORADO

Voucher Plans Advance
In early February, the Senate Education Committee approved Senate Bill 77, a pilot school voucher plan sponsored by Sen. Ed Jones (R-Colorado Springs). The measure would allow low-income children in poorly performing public schools to attend a nonpublic school, using vouchers worth up to $5,200. However, action on Jones’ second voucher bill, Senate Bill 99, was delayed after Sen. Bruce Cairns (R-Aurora) said he could not support the bill unless it allowed for religious considerations in school choice.

Phil Fox, deputy director of the Colorado Association of School Executives, said any voucher program should call for students to take statewide assessment tests.

In the House, the Education Committee approved House Bill 1160, sponsored by Rep. Nancy Spence (R-Centennial), and House Bill 1137, sponsored by Rep. Keith King (R-Colorado Springs). Spence’s measure, designed for low-income students, would establish a pilot voucher program for students to receive state-funded school vouchers so they could attend a private school of their own choice. King’s bill would provide up to $20 million a year in income tax credits to people who donate money to nonprofit organizations that provide scholarships for use in public and private schools.

Opponents feared Spence’s bill would violate the required separation of church and state, but Alex Cranberg, head of a K-12 scholarship program, disagreed. He pointed out that other government programs, such as health care, provide money to hospitals run by religious organizations.

Opponents also charge participating private schools would lack accountability since they would not be required to publish student test scores or provide details of how they spent the voucher funds they received.

www.state.co.us/gov_dir/stateleg.html
Casper Star-Tribune
February 1, 2003
February 3, 2003

FLORIDA

Bush: Use Vouchers to Reduce Class Size
When Florida voters approved a class-size reduction mandate last November, they also handed Governor Jeb Bush—who had opposed the mandate—the job of getting rid of the Sunshine State’s overcrowded classrooms. The mandate—Constitutional Amendment 9—requires the state to provide enough money to enable public schools to cap classes at the following levels by 2010:

- Grades K-3: 18 students;
- Grades 4-8: 22 students; and
- Grades 9-12: 25 students.

Seeking ways to fold the mandates, a first-year $1 billion cost into his 2003-04 state budget, Bush in January suggested giving local school boards the authority to offer vouchers to students in overcrowded public schools so they could transfer to private schools. It would cost the state less to send students to private schools than to educate them in public schools.

“It’s a cost-effective way of dealing with this issue,” Bush told The Miami Herald. “Many [districts] won’t take it, but so what? That option should be there for them to consider.”

Bush’s proposal faces sharp opposition from Democrats and a cool reception even from some of his fellow Republicans. A bill embodying a similar proposal, filed in January by GOP Rep. Stan Jordan, still lacks a Senate sponsor.

Miami Herald
January 24, 2003

Social Promotion O verr for Third Graders
Third-grade enrollment in Florida’s public schools is expected to balloon sharply next fall as new law bars teachers from promoting students who score at the lowest level on the Florida Comprehensive Assessment Test (FCAT). The law aims to meet Governor Jeb Bush’s goal of having all third-graders read. Most teachers oppose having students repeat a grade on the grounds it damages their self-esteem.

When a similar bar was in place for fourth-graders last year, teachers routinely used their discretion to promote all but a few low-scoring students to fifth grade. The new law removes that discretion. Even special education students must now score at the same level required of other students before being promoted.

How many students could be held back? In Broward County last year, nearly a quarter of third-graders scored at Level 1 of the FCAT. In Miami-Dade, it was almost one-third.

Miami Herald
January 20, 2003

LOUISIANA

Catholics and Governor Seek Vouchers
As part of his legislative agenda for this year, Louisiana Governor Mike Foster will support a plan to allow students to attend private secular or religious schools at state-funded vouchers, according to an outline of his proposals released in early February by Andy Kopplin, the Republican governor’s chief of staff, said the vouchers would be limited to students in schools designated as failing by the state’s accountability rating system. Most of those schools are in Orleans Parish.

Participating private schools would be required to embrace elements of the state accountability plan. Requirements would include publishing test scores and administering the Louisiana accountability and testing program to students within three years.

Ten days earlier, Louisiana Roman Catholic leaders had met to discuss plans for capitalizing on last year’s favorable ruling on school vouchers by the U.S. Supreme Court. This year, the aim is to persuade lawmakers to approve vouchers strictly for children in failing schools, which would limit the program largely to New Orleans and Baton Rouge. Once the limited program was in place, efforts would be directed to authorizing vouchers for all children in public schools.

“Any parent could choose and take the voucher to the school of their choice,” said Danny Lorr, executive director of Louisiana Citizens for Educational Freedom, a group that backs vouchers as a way to give families more choices in education.

This year’s proposed legislation will be modeled after the Cleveland law that was upheld by the U.S. Supreme Court. Under the plan, parents of children in failing schools would get $3,000—half the $6,000 cost per student in Orleans Parish—to use for tuition at another public or private school, or for tutoring at their present school. The other $3,000 would remain with the local school district.

Louisiana has one of the highest private school enrollment rates in the nation, with over 16 percent of students in the Pelican State attending nonpublic schools.

Baton Rouge Advocate
January 23, 2003
WBBZ-ABC Channel 2, Louisiana
February 3, 2003

MAINE

Parents Fight Proposal to Eliminate School Choice
Parents in Holden, Eddington, and Clifton are fighting to keep a school voucher program that has been a state tradition for more than a hundred years. Towns in Maine without a school of their own pay tuition for students to attend a secular private school or a public school in another town. Parents usually make the choice of school, but sometimes a town contracts for all children to attend a specific school.

In School Administrative District 63, parents have made the choice of school for their children, with the town paying the tuition. While children from SAD 63 attend a total of seven schools, more than half are attending nonpublic schools.

The proposal would allow parents to “buy out” the town contract for a child to attend a specific school. For example, the town contract for five students currently attending a religious school would mean $40,000 a year for the town.

Clare Payne, a John Bapst trustee whose son and daughter attended the school under the school choice program, opposes the change, saying it reduces the freedom of parents to choose their child’s school.

“We moved to Holden 12 years ago, and one of the reasons we...
moved there is to have a school choice,” Payne told the Bangor Daily News. “Everybody in the national media has been talking about vouchers, and we have our own approved state voucher system.”

Bangor Daily News
January 24, 2003

NEW HAMPSHIRE

Education Certificate Would Allow Parents to Choose Schools

New Hampshire State Representative Kenneth Weyler (R-Kingston) is sponsoring a bill to establish an educational certificate program in the state department of education to enable parents to send their children to the school of their choice. Parents of all school-age children in grades K-12 would be eligible to receive, upon request, a certificate to be used for necessary education expenses at non-public and homeschools up to the value of the certificate.

The value of the certificate for an individual pupil would be based on the cost of an adequate education in the town where the pupil resides, as determined by the general court in the fiscal year for which the certificate is requested. Certificates could not be redeemed for more than the amount of tuition and fees at the non-public school. In the case of homeschooled students, the redemption value of the certificate could not exceed $3,000.

Among the benefits of education certificates cited by Weyler are:

- financial freedom for parents to choose schools best suited to their educational philosophy and their child’s needs and talents;
- competition among schools to improve cost-effectiveness and quality;
- establishment of diverse learning environments designed to meet children’s individual educational needs.

Although participating private schools would not be permitted to discriminate in enrollment on the basis of race, sex, or creed, the admissions criteria for certificate-redeeming children should be consistent with the admissions criteria in the individual schools regularly apply. Moreover, no additional regulations would be imposed on participating schools, which would be permitted flexibility to educate pupils in accordance with the educational mission of each school.


MINNESOTA

New Education Commissioner Seen As “Change Agent”

When Minnesota’s new Republican Governor Tim Pawlenty appointed former Virginia deputy education secretary Cheri Pierson Yeeke as his new Education Commissioner in January, he called her a “change agent.” As a member of the state Board of Education in Virginia, Yeeke persuaded the board not to apply for Goals 2000 funds, arguing it would give the federal government too much control over the state education standards. She was a strong advocate for Virginia’s Standards of Learning and associated tests.

Yeeke also wrote a report card saying there was no correlation between school spending and educational results. In that report card, she advocated a pilot school choice program to allow low-income parents in poor urban areas “to send their children to the school of their choice—be it public, private, or parochial!” Empirical evidence, she noted, showed the value of school choice in increasing student achievement.

When questioned by Minnesota educators about the voucher issue in January, Yeeke said Pawlenty isn’t likely to pursue vouchers in the immediate future. However, all school options should be on the table, she added.

During last fall’s gubernatorial campaign, critics claimed voucher programs would allow private schools to enroll the best students, leaving failing public schools with the children most difficult to educate. OK, said Pawlenty, then let’s offer vouchers only to children who have failed repeatedly or have special needs their public school can’t meet.

Pioneer Press
January 24, 2003

NEW YORK

Buffalo Plan Aimed at Parents, Competition

Under a new public school choice program, parents in the City of Buffalo, New York will be able to choose which school their child attends this fall. Initially, the program is open only to approximately 4,500 children entering first grade or earlier, but the longer-term plan is to allow all families in the city to choose their children’s schools rather than have City Hall make that assignment.

In the past, attendance zones spanned by court-imposed desegregation plans often required children to take long bus rides to get to their assigned school. But after the desegregation plan was lifted several years ago, surveys showed parents wanted more say in which school their children attended and wanted an elementary school closer to home.

“If having young children close to home is important, now there is the opportunity to have that,” said student placement director Diane Cozzo to The Buffalo News. “If having them close to a parent’s work or day care provider is more important to them, they can have that.”

The plan is part of a larger effort for the city’s schools to compete successfully with other educational options available to parents, such as charter schools, parochial schools, secular private schools, and suburban public schools.

“For our district to succeed, we need to be able to offer parents a menu of educational opportunities for their children,” said school board member Jan Peters.

Buffalo News
January 2, 2003

OHIO

Charter School Employees Unionize

On January 17, Summit Academy Canton, the first charter school in Ohio with a union when a majority of the school’s staff voted to join the Ohio Association of Public School Employees (OAPSE). One of the largest bargaining groups in the state, OAPSE is part of the Coalition for Public Education, which has filed a lawsuit against Ohio charter schools, alleging they are operating under lax
and unfair regulations relative to traditional pub-

cic schools.

"It's a curiosity to me," Summit Academy

founder and CEO Peter DiMezza told the Beacon

Journal. "Are they saying they want this communi-
ty school to continue and thrive and succeed? If so,

why are they involved in a lawsuit that says the

opposite?"

OAPSE spokesman Mark Hatch said the union

is part of the lawsuit because of concern about the

lack of regulations on charter schools. However, he

contended having a union would make charter

schools more accountable and help alleviate the

lack of regulations.

Beacon Journal

January 22, 2003

OREGON

Parents Want Private Schools, Not Tax Hike

Interest in Oregon's private schools jumped in the

weeks preceding a January 28 statewide referen-
dum on a temporary tax increase. Although voters

rejected the proposal, Measure 22, by a 55-45 mar-
gin, the predictions of public school budget woes
aired in the weeks before the vote apparently res-
onated with parents and prompted them to look

for ways to avoid those problems. Private school

administrators reported an increase in applica-
tions and phone calls as well as higher attendance

at their open houses and increased hits to their

Web sites.

"I am hearing parents say they are concerned

about the number of school days being cut, and

the number of kids in their classes, when they are

hearing rumors about class sizes as high as 35 or

40," the admissions director at St. Mary's Catholic

School in Medford, BrambleBurban, told TheSeattle

Times.

"We expect people thinking about paying tuition

who never thought they would be considering it," noted Ron Sobel, admissions director at the Catlin

Gabel School in Portland, where high school tuition

is $16,000.

TheSeattleTimes

January 27, 2003

January 29, 2003

SOUTH CAROLINA

Sanford stresses Education

In his first State of the State address in January,

newly inaugurated Republican Governor Mark

Sanford concentrated on themes from his cam-
paign when he addressed education issues. These

include increasing the number of charter

schools, improving school discipline, and consol-
dating state education spending. But one cam-
paign theme went unmentioned: providing state-

funded school vouchers to allow students at fail-

ing public schools to transfer to private schools.

With state revenues estimated to fall almost

$1 billion short of state spending, Sanford said it

would be misleading to present "a laundry list of

new programs, regardless of the budget capacity
to support them." In fact, he warned, "little can be
done about so many of the issues that we care about
until we address the budget."

The State

January 23, 2003

TEXAS

Vouchers Gain Momentum

"I think the most important issue facing us in

the Legislature is the sad, sorry, deplorable, horri-
able, monstrous, state of affairs of our public schools," declared Texas State Rep.

Ron Wilson (D-Houston), speaking to a largely

conservative audience at a conference hosted

by the Texas Public Policy Foundation at the end of

January.

One of Wilson's proposals for beginning to

address that state of affairs is through school

vouchers, and at the forum he promoted legis-
lation he has introduced in the House to create a

pilot voucher program to target children in

Houston. He believes the Republican leadership

in the legislature has improved the chances of

his bill being approved. Governor Rick Perry, Lt. Governor David Dewhurst, and House

Speaker Tom Craddick all are on record as favor-
ing a pilot voucher program.

Under Wilson's bill, HB 293, eligible students

would include low-income children, children

entering kindergarten or first grade, and children

who have failed state tests. Private schools that

accept vouchers could not refuse to enroll a child

because of race, religion, residence, national ori-

gin, ethnic background, disability, or academic

achievement.

Wilson's bill requires voucher students to take

the same tests as students in public schools—the

Texas Assessment of Knowledge and Skills (TAKS).

Donna Garner, a teacher at Temple Central

Christian School in Hewitt, Texas, who taught for

27 years in Texas Public Schools, warns this would

result in the private schools abandoning their own

curriculum and using the same curriculum as the

public schools.

www.belogical.com

January 13, 2003

WQAI Radio, San Antonio

January 29, 2003

UTAH

Governor Opposes Tax Credit Plan

Although supporters applauded when the 4-2 vote of

a Utah Senate committee on January 29

advanced a tuition tax credit bill to the Senate floor,
opponents also chipped in two important gains
over the next three days.

The next day, a House committee voted 7-4 in
favor of House Bill 195, a precursor of House

Resolution 3, which would ask voters in November
2003 to support a tax break for private educa-
tion. Educators and lawmakers who oppose tax

credits support this bill.

The bill's sponsor, Rep Sheryl Allen (R-

Bountiful), said it is important to get guidance from
taxpayers regarding changes in tax policy, but Rep.

Jim Ferrin (R-Orem) viewed it differently.

"Promoting this bill is more for the cause of anti-
tuition tax credit, instead of what peoples' feelings may be" he said.

The second setback for tax credit supporters

came on February 1, when GOP Governor Michael

Leavitt declined his opposition to the proposed
tax credit. He also warned lawmakers against

including the proposal with other legislation.

The tax credit bill, SB 34, is sponsored by Sen.

Chris Butters (R-West Jordan) and would provide

parents with a state income tax credit of $3,132

per child for private school tuition. It also would

allow individuals and businesses to use the amount

of credit for donations to private school scholar-

ship organizations. Sen. Thomas Hatch (R-

Parrish) suggested combining SB 34 with a

reform bill he is introducing to implement recom-

mendations of the Employers' Education Coalition,
a governor-appointed task force.

"If the system of public education were ade-

quately funded and we had all the information we

wanted, then maybe this wouldn't be necessary," he

said. "But we are talking about a system that is 40

percent below average."
TEACHERS DISCOVERING COMPUTERS

TDC An Online Course for All Teachers and Administrators

TDC is the single best solution available anywhere today for teaching teachers how to integrate technology into their curriculum. A 13 week course taught entirely online by experienced educators, TDC takes away the mystery and anxiety many teachers feel toward computers and teaches specific, practical applications. TDC is designed to meet the needs of teachers new to computers, as well as those who want to learn more about how to effectively integrate technology into their classrooms. TDC meets the National Educational Technology Standards for Teachers (NETS-T) and the national Technology Standards for School Administrators (TSSA) as recommended by the International Society for Technology in Education (ISTE). The result is a teacher who is confident, excited, and ready to integrate technology into their classroom-specific curriculum.

COST EFFECTIVE! The standard fee for TDC is $350 per person plus $45 for text and all materials. The fee for TDC with a minimum of 30 participants is $280 per person plus $45 for text and materials.

ONLINE DELIVERY - As a course delivered entirely online, TDC is convenient and accessible to teachers anywhere, any time, thus entirely eliminating the time consuming and costly job of scheduling labs and substitutes. Beyond the convenience and cost effectiveness of TDC is a far more critical benefit - teachers learn better in TDC’s online environment than they do in typical face-to-face training. Teachers learn to integrate technology by getting specific and frequent feedback and coaching from their instructor. All course activities build toward a culminating integration project, a multimedia demonstration by each participant of a unit of instruction for the classroom that utilizes technology.

STATE-OF-THE-ART TEXT - The TDC graduate course is based on one of the most exciting and innovative books ever written for teachers - Teacher Discovering Computers: Integrating Technology in the Classroom, Second Edition. Published by Course Technology, the leading publisher of technology education texts, this new textbook is specially designed for K-12 teachers, counselors, and administrators.

PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT! Upon successful completion, students receive a certificate of completion for in-service, professional development, or continuing education units commensurate with 60 total completed class hours.

GRADUATE CREDIT! Teachers who complete TDC may receive 3 semester hours of graduate credit from one of our university partners by completing graduate level requirements and paying an additional fee of $125.

PROVEN EFFECTIVE! Over 95% of all who begin the course, complete it successfully. Independent research studies conducted on all TDC classes show the same results: Teachers who take TDC integrate technology into instruction and develop significantly more positive attitudes about using technology in teaching and learning.

CONTACT DAVE EVANS 800-543-0487, ext. 1521 dave.evans@thomsonlearning.com

Course Technology & The Teacher Education Institute are partnered to deliver the best solution available to train teachers to effectively integrate technology.
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10 Myths of Reading Instruction

Damaging misconceptions leave children with poor reading skills

SEBASTIAN WREN

Managing Editor’s note: This is a condensed version of a more detailed article available under the same title at the Web site of the Southwest Educational Development Laboratory at http://www.sedl.org/reading/topics/myths.html.

It has often been suggested that children will learn to read if they are simply immersed in a literacy-rich environment and allowed to develop literacy skills in their own way. This belief that learning to read is a natural process that comes from rich text experiences is surprisingly prevalent in education despite the fact that learning to read is about as natural as learning to juggle blindfolded while riding a unicycle backwards.

Myth #3 - Learning to read is a natural process

Learning to understand speech is a natural process and, given the opportunity, children will naturally develop rudimentary language comprehension skills with little structured or formal guidance. Reading acquisition, by contrast, is not at all natural.

While the ability to understand speech evolved over many, many thousands of years, reading and writing were invented by man and have only been around for a few thousand years. Reading and writing simply have not existed long enough to be described as a “natural” phenomenon.

Clearly, if reading was natural, everybody would be doing it, and we would not have to worry so much about dealing with a “literacy crisis.”

Myth #2 - Children will eventually learn to read if given enough time

Many who claim reading is natural also claim children need to be given time to develop their reading skills at their own pace. But over time, the gap between children who have well-developed literacy skills and those who do not gets wider and wider.

At the early grades, the “literacy gap” is relatively easy to cross. However, if literacy instruction needs are not met early, then the gap widens until it gets so wide that bridging it requires extensive, intensive, expensive, and frustrating remedial instruction.

The gap reaches this nearly insurmountable point very early, and research has shown that if a child is not reading grade-appropriate materials by the time he or she is in the fourth grade, the odds of that child ever developing good reading skills are very slim.

Myth #4 - We used to do a better job of teaching children to read

Nothing illustrates this better than the National Assessment of Educational Progress (NAEP), which has been given to children across the country aged 9, 13, and 17 since 1970.

Student performance at those three age levels has not changed substantially in more than 30 years—consistently, depending on the age tested, between 24 and 39 percent of students have scored in the “below basic” category, and between 3 and 7 percent have scored in the “advanced” category.

“If literacy instruction needs are not met early, then the gap widens until it gets so wide that bridging it requires extensive, intensive, expensive, and frustrating remedial instruction.”

Myth #5 - Skilled reading involves using syntactic and semantic cues to “guess” words, and good readers make many “mistakes” as they read authentic text

Research indicates that both of these claims are quite wrong. Repeated studies have shown that only poor readers depend upon context to try to “guess” words in text—good readers depend heavily upon the visual information contained in the words themselves (i.e., the letter / word cues) to quickly and automatically identify the word. Good readers make virtually no mistakes as they read because they have developed extremely effective and efficient word identification skills that do not depend upon semantics or syntax.

Myth #6 - Research can be used to support whatever your beliefs are; lots of programs are “research-based”

It is true that new “research-based” fads and programs come and go, but that stems from a misuse of the term “research-based.” All of us need to adopt a bit of healthy skepticism, and we need to demand that a substantial research base be provided as evidence to support claims.

Myth #7 - Phoneme awareness is a consequence (not a cause) of reading acquisition

The evidence showing the importance of phoneme awareness to literacy acquisition is overwhelming. It is quite clear that phoneme awareness is a necessary pre-requisite for developing decoding skills in any alphabetic writing system such as English.

Phoneme awareness in the early grades is one of the best predictors of future reading success. All successful readers have phoneme awareness. People who do not have phoneme awareness are always poor readers, and poor readers almost never have phoneme awareness.

Myth #8 - Some people are just genetically “dyslexic”

The term “dyslexia” is basically meaningless. The term simply means “difficulty with words” and anybody who has not learned to read could be called “dyslexic.”

Myth #9 - Short-term tutoring for struggling readers can get them caught up with their peers, and the gains will be sustained

The gains made by children in pull-out tutoring programs are not sustained for very long once they are exited from the program. This suggests there is something about the classroom environment that is not supporting and scaffolding these children as they learn to read. Studies have shown that the best hope for these children is to place them with a “strong” reading teacher full time.

Myth #10 - If it is in the curriculum, then the children will learn it, and a balanced reading curriculum is ideal

This is only a half-myth. Clearly, if something is not a part of the curriculum, then children are very unlikely to learn it, but just because a concept or skill is taught, there is no guarantee every child will learn it.

According to data collected for the NAEP in reading, the prevalent instructional philosophy shifted in 1996 from Whole Language to Balanced Literacy, but NAEP scores have been unaffected by this shift. When the prevalent philosophy shifted in the late ’80s and early ’90s, from Phonics to Whole Language, the NAEP scores did not change then either. It would seem the philosophies that drive the curriculum simply do not in themselves have an impact on student performance.

What does have an impact on student performance is the quality, strength, knowledge, and sophistication of the teacher. That is what really matters for helping children to become proficient readers.

Sebastian Wren is a program associate with the Southwestern Educational Development Laboratory, where he develops and tests resources for reading instruction. His email address is swren@sedl.org.
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New Books on Education Reform

Compiled by George A. Clowes

A Primer on America’s Schools
Edited by Terry M. Moe
Hoover Institution, 2001
324 pages, $15.00 paperback
ISBN 0-8179-9462-6

Edited by Stanford University political science professor Terry M. Moe, this book is the first of several planned publications from the Hoover Institution’s Koret Task Force, a five-year effort initiated in 1999 to address key problems in K-12 U.S. education and identify potential policy improvements. The Task Force consists of 11 recognized scholars in various aspects of K-12 education. Each has a chapter in the book.

U.S. education, says Moe, is “in a crisis of quality. But it is also a crisis of social equity: the children who most desperately need ... [and] opportunity— who are mainly poor and minority—are without hope in the absence of major reform.” Each chapter introduces a key issue and examines how Americans might “get off the treadmill of failed reforms” and promote the cause of real progress.

Moe himself writes a chapter about the teacher unions. Other contributors include Diane Ravitch (traditions in American education), John E. Chubb (the system), Eric A. Hanushek (school spending), E.D. Hirsch (curriculum), Williamson M. Evers (standards and accountability), Herbert J. Walberg (student achievement), Chester E. Finn Jr. (teachers), and Paul E. Peterson (school choice).

School Reform: The Critical Issues
Edited by William M. Evers, Lance T. Izumi, and Pamela A. Riley
Hoover Institution and Pacific Research Institute
November 2001
438 pages, $15.00 paperback
ISBN 0-8179-2872-3

Education reform covers such a wide range of topics—from teaching styles and parental involvement to class size and teacher testing—that it is a challenge even for those following one aspect of reform to keep abreast of the developments in a multitude of other areas. This book, a joint undertaking of the Hoover Institution and Pacific Research Institute for Public Policy (PRI), attempts to fill that gap by having more than 30 expert contributors address education reform from their individual perspectives.

School Reform: The Critical Issues, edited by Williamson Evers of the Hoover Institution and Lance Izumi and Pamela Riley of PRI, includes articles on the following topics:

• the pitfalls of “progressive” education, and a strategy for supporting a more traditional approach;
• student responsibility and character education—why school reform requires students of good character;
• teacher testing and evaluation, and why it’s so difficult to fire bad teachers;
• how the federal government spent $118 million on Title I to close the achievement gap, and failed. Contributors include Lynne V. Cheney, Paul Cottli, Milton Friedman, David Gelernter, Jerry Jesness, Alveda C. King, Tom Loveless, Heather MacDonald, La Rae G. Munk, Lewis J. Perelman, Michael J. Petrilli, Debra J. Saunders, Brother Bob Smith, Thomas Sowell, Sol Stern, Abigail Thernstrom, and Joseph R. Viterbi.

The Education Gap—Vouchers and Urban Schools
William G. Howell and Paul E. Peterson
The Brookings Institution, 2002
268 pages, $29.95 cloth
ISBN 0-8157-0214-0

This study is based on the best experimental arrangements on voucher programs to date,” commented Milwaukee voucher researcher John Witte of the University of Wisconsin, a sentiment echoed by class sizes researcher Alan B. Krueger of Princeton University.

“Because of the strength of its research design and the daunting financial and administrative hurdles facing anyone who tries to launch another randomized evaluation of vouchers, The Education Gap will provide an important intellectual battleground for the debate over vouchers for years to come,” noted Krueger.

Can the Market Save Our Schools?
Edited by Claudia R. Hepburn
Fraser Institute, Canada, 2001
193 pages, paperback
ISBN 0-8897-5185-4

A spring 2000 Fraser Institute conference in Vancouver addressed the question: Could school reforms based on the market—i.e., competition—benefit the Canadian education system of public education?

The ten papers presented at that conference are now available in the book Can the Market Save Our Schools? Although the lessons are for Canadians, they make enlightening reading for Americans, since many of the lessons are in fact derived from research carried out in the United States. Contributors whose names will be familiar to American school reformers include Harvard University economist Caroline M. Hoxby, Fordham Foundation president Chester E. Finn, Jr., Manhattan Institute senior fellow Jay P. Greene, Bowling Green State University senior research associate Andrew J. Coulson, Indianapolis scholarship parent Barbara Lewis, and Indianapolis scholarship student Alphonse Harrell.

The problems experienced in education systems north of the border appear strikingly similar to those in the U.S. For example, in his paper “Publicly Funded Education in Ontario: Breaking the Deadlock,” William Robson focuses on the province’s persistent achievement gap between children from low-income families and those from higher-income families. Robson, director of the Ontario Coalition for Education Reform, recommends reforms to enhance parental empowerment as the solution.

George A. Clowes is managing editor of School Reform News. His email address is clowes@heartland.org
“Empowering parents with the authority to choose schools prompts public schools to improve, helping students rather than hurting them.”

The study, Rising to the Challenge: The Effect of School Choice on Public Schools in Milwaukee and San Antonio, focuses on the impact of school choice on public school student achievement in two cities with different types of parental choice programs. After controlling for demographic characteristics, like race and income, and for local spending differences, the study’s authors, Manhattan Institute scholars Jay P. Greene, Ph.D. and Greg Forster, Ph.D., found academic improvement in public schools exposed to private school scholarship and charter school programs.

Privately Funded Vouchers: Edgewood
The authors first examined the impact of a privately funded voucher program on the Edgewood school district, a small district in San Antonio, Texas. All Edgewood students are eligible for scholarships to attend a private school or public school in another district. A private organization has funded those scholarships since 1998. Most of the district’s students are Hispanic and low income.

Greene and Forster compared the Edgewood district’s scores on the Texas Assessment of Academic Skills (TAAS) from 1998 to 2001 with those of other districts and groups. After controlling for resource and demographic characteristics, they found Edgewood’s student improvement on the TAAS test over the four-year period exceeded or was equal to the improvement registered in 85 percent of Texas school districts.

The Edgewood students also fared well when compared to other Hispanic and low-income populations: They ranked at the 73rd percentile of Hispanic students statewide and 75th percentile of low-income students.

Publicly Funded Vouchers: Milwaukee
The researchers also examined the impact of publicly funded vouchers and charter schools in Milwaukee, Wisconsin, where they discovered similar positive impacts from school choice. Milwaukee students are eligible for state-issued vouchers to attend private schools. They also have a range of charter schools from which to choose.

Greene and Forster examined school test scores during the period 1996-97 and 2000-01. After controlling for demographics and resources, they found the following:

- Among elementary schools, improvement in test scores was positively related to the number of students in the school eligible for vouchers: the more voucher-eligible students, the faster the rise in test scores.
- Charter school competition had no significant effect on public school achievement at the elementary school level (4th grade).
- In high school (10th grade), charter school competition had a positive impact, while private school competition had no effect.
- In middle school (8th grade), neither private nor charter school competition had an impact. The Manhattan Institute researchers estimated the degree of charter school competition by indexing the distance between a traditional public school and the three nearest charter schools. The closer the nearest three charter schools were to a given public school, the larger the amount of competition that public school faced from charter schools.

Greene and Forster found that, on average, if a school faced only one charter school located 5 km away its achievement increased by 3.5 points during the study period. However, if a charter school was only 1 km away, the traditional public school experienced a 9-point increase in test scores. That competition from vouchers and charter schools should affect different grade levels differently is not surprising, note the authors, given the higher supply of private elementary schools.

“Further study of the subject is badly needed,” they write, “especially since much less research has been done on this question than on the question of school choice benefits for students who directly participate in choice programs.”

Growing Body of Research
The Greene and Forster study, released in October 2002, builds on a growing body of research demonstrating improved public school productivity as a result of competition from choice programs. Such research dispels the myth that choice has a negative effect on students who remain in public schools. As Greene and Forster point out, “because public schools do not want to lose students (and the revenue students generate) to private schools, they can be expected to respond constructively to the presence of school choice programs, providing better educational services in order to reduce the number of students who choose to exercise their option to leave the public school system.”

In an earlier study, Greene found Florida public schools increased their academic achievement when threatened with a loss of students and funding. Under Florida’s A+ voucher program, students in schools that receive a failing grade two out of four years are eligible for vouchers to attend other private or public schools. Relative to other schools, Greene found, schools assigned one “F” have improved at a greater rate, presumably to avoid losing students and funds.

Other studies confirm these results. For example, Harvard University economist Caroline Hoxby found positive impacts from choice programs in Michigan, Arizona, and Milwaukee.

Houston Baptist University researcher Christopher Hammons, who examined the city’s two oldest voucher programs, found competition has a positive effect on public schools. Maine and Vermont allow students in school districts without public high schools to attend non-religious private schools through voucher programs called “tuitioning.” Hammons found that public high schools in areas with a high concentration of “tuitioning” students experienced higher test scores. High schools not exposed to competition had lower scores.

Although research into the impact of competition on public schools is growing, Greene and Forster say more is needed and should be given high priority.

For more information...

The 12-page study is also available through PolicyBot. Point your Web browser to http://www.heartland.org. Click on the PolicyBot icon, and search for document #11554.

Krista Kafer is senior policy analyst for education at The Heritage Foundation. Her email address is krista.kafer@heritage.org.
Children's school readiness skills vary markedly by demographics, with mother’s education level and family income being the most important factors.

For example, a 1999 study by the National Center for Education Statistics reported that, among pre-kindergarten children of mothers

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Percent who recognize all letters of the alphabet</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mother has graduate degree</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mother has college degree</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Family income above poverty threshold</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Two-parent family</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>White students</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Black students</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mother’s language: English</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mother has some college</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Family with none or one parent</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mother completed high school</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hispanic students</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Family income below poverty level</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mother’s language: non-English</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mother has less than high school education</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The figures show how a child's school readiness skills vary with different demographic factors.
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